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Our Leader and his party have returned home, finishing their third world tour. After hearing him speak we 

have become so serious, realizing ever more deeply that we are engaged in the tearful war of restoration 

of the entire world. We must first save our country of Korea and then the world. There should not be a 

single family member who thinks it will be a simple task to save Korea and the world. 

 

Modern religious sects have multiplied so greatly in number. Just as modern society has divided into 

many different fields, so the modern religious society has also become fragmented. In view of this 

situation we cannot help but be serious in our efforts to unify all religions, and in our desire to achieve 

this goal. We must therefore raise high a pillar of fire for the world's revival, letting all people see this 

pillar so that they will turn back to the right way and be reborn. 

 

The work ahead of us will hold no simplicity or ease. There may be some family members who will suffer 

from hunger, poverty, and persecution for witnessing: to the heavenly word. Some also will dare to fight 

for the sake of God in the most dangerous places, constantly threatened by enemies. We are sure that no 

matter how bad their situation may be they will never forget their obligation to fulfill God's Will. 

 

We are strong to the extent that we are aware that the creation is crying out and God is standing just 

behind us. Even though today we stand in 1 devastated land, our destiny is not miserable. A brilliant 

future will come to us. It will be created with our tears and our zeal. 

 

 

 


